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1. Introduction

Interestin agrarianinstitutionshasbeenrisingoverthesepast decades,as an academiefieldof researchas

well as a public policy concern.in developing countries (e.g., land legisJation reforrns, land titling

programs)and internationalinstitutions'.Following thistrend,sharecropping hasemerged asamajorfocus

of interesr', The objective of the paperis 10provideempiricalinsightson sharecroppingin the Mexican

context, througha comparativeapproach,and witha focuson therationaleof sharecontracts", lt highlights

the local diversity in contractualpractices,and offers the opportunity10 emphasize the l'oleof tenancy

configurationin the rationalefor sharecontracts,

The empirical findings presentedin thispaper come froma sct of studiesmade between 1990and 1998

(Table 1). Without pretending to exhaust (or be representative of) the extraordinarydiversity of the

Mexicancampo,theresearchaimedal offeringinsightson the formand l'oleoftenancy in differentagro

ecological and socio-economical contexts.In San Lucas Quiavini, the issue was to analyzecontractual

practices in a marginalenvironrnent, amongminifundistas and for milpaproduction.In theSierraMadre

Oriental, we focused on potato production in order to understand the huge diversity of contractual

arrangements between small potato growers, for a crop characterized by high production costs5, and

variableyields and priees. In La Soledad, we had the opportunityto observe the arrival of new actors,

"outsider-tenants'", who introduced a new crop, potato", through fixed-rent and share contracts, The

1.Institul de Recherche pourleDéveloppement & UMR MoISA, Montpellier, France (colin@ensam.Înra.fr).
2.Binswanger andRosenzweig (1984a), Bardhan (1989), Hayarni andOtsuka (1993), Hoffet al. (1993), Lastarria
Cornhill andMelmed-Sanjak (1999), deJanvry elal. (2001), Deininger andFeder(2001).
3. Forrecent reviews, seeOtsuka et al. (1992), Dasgupla el al. (1999).
4. Among previous studies thatfocus or propose argwnentative developmcnts onsharecropping incontemporary
Mexico, see Cochet (1993), Finkler (1978), McFarland Correa (1991), Turkenik (1975); one finds abundant
literature mentioning sharecropping inthehacienda setting, from the 18'" to thebeginning of the20" century (sec
Colin, 2000).
5. Even inthese 'traditional' conditions, theproduction requires anintensive useofinputs: seeds (2lons/ha), Jabor,
especially forplanting andharvesting, andasysternatic useof fertilizers andagrochernicals (Table 2).
6.Thesetenants formed anheterogenous group, from very large potato growers owning hundreds of'hectares inother
regions ('rancheros'),to small potato brokers andtoengineers employed intheagro-industry ('small entrepreneurs').
7.Unlike intheSierra case,potato wasnota 'traditional' production, andthetype of'potato production intrnduced in
thevillage (Alpha andYemavarieties) required abettercontrol anda more intensive production system, with better

relationships betweentechnicalchangeandcontractual practices appeared clearly. In Graciano Sânchez, in

a contextof an irrigationscheme, thesignificantrelationship wasbetweenorganizational dynamics (failure

and individualization of collective ejidos) and tenancydynamics, within ejidos (with small groups of

ejiadarioswhosucceededin buyingtractorsand rent-inlandfromtheotherejidatarios) but alsobetween

ejidatarios and rancheros (l'enting-in,especiallyfor vegetable cropping)',

The data wascollectedthrough longstays in the villages, combining formaI questionnaires and informai

day-te-day interactionwithvillagers.This typeof 'immersion', intensive-micro researchmethodologywas

seen as essentiel in order to collect reliable data, even if it was at the cost of weaker coverage of

quantitative variables.

Beforeanalyzingthe roleofsharecroppingin the differentsites, il is necessaryto brieflycommentabout

the impactofpre-1992legal restrictionsregardingtenancyon landdistributed during theagrarianreform,

even ifdealingwith the crucial questionof the relationships betweenthe legal frameworkand localland

practices is beyond the scope of this paper (see Bouquet and Colin, 1996). A common feature of the

differentsites is that the prohibitionoftenancy contractshadno impacton tenancypractices'. In ailsites,

tcnancywas weil developed before legalization. Whenavailable', quantitative diachroniedata covering

beforeandafter1992reformshowsno rupture in therelativeimportance of tenancy. Onemight thinkthat

the effect of the legal reform was just delayed and that the research was conducted too early to be

conclusiveon this issue. However, the interviewedactorsdid not integratethis dement when deciding

whether10leaseor not to lease,or to leaseundera givenarrangement. Whentheyowned landof different

status(communal and ejido in San LucasQuiavini,ejidoand privatepropertyin LaSoledad,communal,

ejido and/or private property in the Sierra Madre oriental), this status did not enter into consideration.

regardingtenancydecisions.This gap between the land law and tenancypracticescan be explainedby a

diversityoffactors: (i) a local consensus(in ail sites) recognized thecomplementary interestsofboth the

landh~lder and the tenant in tenancypractices,whichintroduced flexibilityin factorsmanagement, when

theprohibition of ejido landsales-much morerespected thantheprohibition oftenancy-tended to freeze

it; as such, therewereno denunciationsto theagrarianauthorities; (ii) tenancypracticeswereregardedas

belongingto thesphereof'privatedecisionmaking;(iii) tenancypractices, usuallyorganized withina local

qualitycontrol-and, in return, higher income expeciations (Table 2).
1.Duetovolume constraint, Jwillnotdevelop theanalysis ofeachofthesecases. SeeColin (2003).
2. Foranalyses showing contradictory results, seedeJanvry el al. (1997), Olinto et al. (2000) andtheWorld Bank
Land Policy paper (2001).
3.Thebestillustration comes from Graciano Sanchez, where weobtained detailed infonnation onland lease from the
emergence of thelease market, in thebeginning orthe eighties, to 1995.
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'contractual arena', were not especiallyconflictive'. In thiscontext, in these sites the 19921egal change

just led to the legalization ofcontractual practices that were already flourishing locally.

1. Tenancy configurations

By tenancy configuration, 1 mean a descriptive concept that makes explicit (in a static or dynamic

perspective) the combination between: (i) the socio-economic position of the actors, Le., the actors'

resource endowments (land, labor, equipmenl, financing capacity, technical and management know

how...), and the heterogeneity in these endowments in the 'contractual arena'; (ii) the local diversity in the

cropping pattern and the techno-economic characteristics of the each crop; (iii) the characteristies of the

market environment for inputs and outputs; (iv) the characterization ofthe relationships between the actors,

sketched as a labor relationship; a land rent relationship; an ambivalent relationship (i.e., seen as a labor

relation by the landlord, and as a land rent relation by the tenant), or a partnership. The argument here is

simply that the relative importance of fixed lease versus share lease, and the fonctions and terms ofshare

contracts, might differ greatly in accordance with the tenancy configuration.

The usual approach of tenancy contracts is through bi-dimensionallandllabor models, conceptualizing

relationships between large and labor-constrained landlords leasing out land to landless tenants, under a

manual and/or draft animallabor-based farming system. In the Mexican context, this setting corresponds

quite weIl to the contractual configuration during the hacienda era (Colin, 2000). However, since then

severaI factors have converged in making the land tenancy issue a bit more complex. First and paramount

is ofcourse the agrarian reform, which produced a large redistribution ofIand endowment, and blew more

heterogeneity into the group of economic agents bearing rights on land, even if il conveyed the legal

prohibition oftenancy on ejido plots. Second, one has to consider the changes in the farming systems, at

Jeast in sorne areas, with the development of irrigation schemes, and the introduction ofnew inputs such as

motorization, hybrid seeds, fertilizers, agrochemicals, Uuough the adoption of a Green revolution-type

package. These changes increased the heterogeneity in farming systems, with consequences regarding land

practices along severallines, two ofthem being emphasized here. (i) The techno-economic characterislics

of crops may tend to restrict the production of some crops (under direct cu1tivation or leasing in) to weIl

endowed farmers (creating therefore a type of 'selection device'), in terms of technical and marketing

know-how, organizational ability, equipment, financial capacity through selffinancing or access tocredit.

1. McFarland Correa (1991) describes aconfiictive situation belween sharecroppers and landlords in the Municipio
of San Miguel de Allende (Guanajuato), but these were small privale landowners. ConOicts arose usually when
sbarecroppers who had worked the land for several years refused to returo it to the owners wanting to direclly
cultivate il, in a context ofejida land daims by the sharecroppers-i.e., in a context ofuncertainty regarding land
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Other cropping systems remain grounded in the land and labor factors and are therefore easier to carry on

through direct cu1tivation, even forpoorly endowed farmers. Public policies may soften the weight of the

'exclusion pressure' Uuough public irrigation prograrns, extension programs, credit and price policies, ele.,

the withdrawal of this public support having possibly (but not necessarily) the reverse effect. (ii) When

agricultural production ceases to be based only on land and labor, agrarian contracts may cease to be

organized around the bi-dimensionallandlIabor relationship: the techno-economical change in the fanning

systems produces heterogeneity in the potential rationales for contracting. As a consequence of the

interplay ofthese different factors, one might have to shift from simple landlIabor tenancy models to multi

dimensional models of agrarian contracts, if the purpose is to deal with a broad range of contractual

configurations.

In none of the case studies did we find the 'classic' contractual configuration as most often depicted in the

literature -large landowners leasing out to landless tenants. First, except a few cases, producers who lease

in own land - indeed, leasing in as well as leasing out is most often congruent with owner cultivaiion

(except in Graciano Sanchez, where numerous ejidalarios lease out all their land). Second, there are

sometimes no difference at all in land endowments between those leasing in and those leasing out (as in

Graciano Sânchez regarding leases between ejidalarios), or the differences are limited (San Lucas

Quiavini, Sierra Madre orientale) (Table 3). Third, when there is a dilTerence, it favors those leasing in, not

those leasing out. Regarding manuallabor, we recorded the presence, in every site, of some widows or

elderly people who do not benefit from family labor, and therefore lease out due to a shortage oflabor1 _

butthese are notlarge landlords, aIl the contrary. Another type of'structurallessors' found in every site,

but numerous only in Graciano Sanchez, corresponds to landlords engaged dominantly in off-farm

activities.

The key factors helping to differentiate the 'tenancy arenas' in the contexts studied, in terms of actors'

endowments, lie therefore elsewhere.

First, in the availabilityofmechanized equipment: those who lease in own tractors (even combine

harvesters) in La Soledad and Graciano Sanchez, oryokes, in San Lucas Quiavini; those who lease

out most often don't. There are three types ofexceptions however: (i) in San Lucas Quiavini, when

the landlord possesses a yoke but the land/yoke ratio remains too large, Le., owning around ten

hectares (due to land endowment in the community, such a situation is exceptional); (ii) in La

rights.
1. Such landlords are often mentioned in the literature. See Adelski (1987), Centro de Investigaciones Agrarias
(1970), DeWalt el al. (1994), Diskin (1967), Finkler (1978), Garcia-Barrios & Garcla-Barrios (1992), G1edhill
(1991), McFarland (1991), Morelt (1992), Mummert (1987), Pérez Avilés (1995), Stolmaker (1973).
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Soledad, when 'outsider-tenants' engage in a medias arrangements with (usua11y wealthy)

ejidatarios who are then is charge of alliabor and mechanized tasks - i.e., in that case, getting

access to labor and equipment is a matter for the non-residenttenant, whereas the landlord is .

certainly notlooking for an access to labor by leasing out under such arrangement; (iii) in the

Sierra case, where the availability of cquipment does not discriminate between actors leasing in

and leasing out, here again because getting access to mechanized equipment is not the main stake

in the contractual relationships (Table 2).

Second, in financing capacity. Landowners' leasing out are under financing rather than labor

constraints - fmancing constraints that do not permit them to pay for mechanized services when

they do not own the equipment, in the farnring systems in which mechanized equipment play a

crucial role (Graciano Sanchez, La Soledad except for potato, San Lucas Quiavini), or to buy

inputs (potato production in the Sierra Madre)2 - the exception are wealthy ejidatarios from La

Soledad who lease out to get access to potato seeds, to tenant's technical expertise and to an

insertion in marketing networks. Il is therefore not a surprise if the tenants are onen in betler

financial position than the landlords - it is a condition for matching the landlords' needs. But this

does not mean that tenants are not themselves under financing constraints, as it will appear in the

analysis of contractual choices.

Third, in technical, marketing, and organizational skills. The incidence on tenancy practices of

asymmetric distribution ofthese ski Il endowments pops 10gica11yout in the case where such ski11s

play a determining role: in Graciano Sanchez among ejidatarios (cereal and oleaginous

production, intensive caille breeding), and between ejidatarios and ranc/leros (onion); in La

Soledad among ejidatan'os (barleyproduction), and betwecn ejidatarios and rallcheros (potato).

What appears then is the heterogeneity among landlords and much more among tenants, and the quite

different types of 'couples' ofactors in the tenancy arena, not independently ofthe typeoffarming systems.

This creates sorne specific tenancy configurations (Table 4):

• In the 'rentier/entrepreneur' configuration, technical and marketing ski11s, and capital (equipment

and variable costs) play a central role in the production process; the' selection pressure' regarding

direct cu1tivation is therefore high. Because of a differentiated distribution in other-than-Iand

production factors, and of credit market imperfection, well-endowed actors lease in ITom

1. I use lhe tenn of"landowner" for areason ofcommodity, even ifthe ejidatario's right on land does not correspond
to the usual private property right
2. This factor is also mentioned, along wilh the lack of equipment, by Alanis et al. (1953), Barbosa & Maturana
(1972), Bartra (1974), Centro de Investigaciones Agrarias(1970), Finkler(1978), Gledhill (1991), Granskog(l974),
Uonard (1995), Moret! (1992), Pérez Avill!s (1995), Stolmaker (1973), Turkenilc (1975).
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constrained landlords, in a type ofreverse tenancy situation1•

ln the 'business partnership' configurations, both the tenant and the landlord are producers under

constraints who pool complementary resources in order to offset market imperfections. These

configurations are rooted in complementary factor endowments, and in production processes in

which factors other than (undifferentiated) land and (unski11ed) laborplay a central role.ln the co

management business partnership configuration, production is organized in a close interaction

between the two partners working in a day-to-day interaction. Socio-economic differentiation

between the actors is not expected to be large, preciselybecause oftheir similar involvement in the

production process.ln the de/egation businesspartnership configllration, sorne tasks are delegated

ITom one actor to the other, without the day-to-day interaction. A greater social distance between

the partners may be expected, in para11el or not with a greater socio-economic differentiation. This

configuration can therefore be found in reverse tenancy situations, as weil as under

'undifferentiated' actors' socio-economic status.

The SIIbsistence configllration is characterîzed by a low profitability ofagricultural production and

a self-provisioning strategy, which translate into production for on-farm consumption and no

structural market-oriented surplus production. There is therefore no incentive for increasing the

acreage cu1tivated beyond self-sufficiency, especially through land leasing in. As the production

process is based on manual and/or animal power, the tenancyrelation is grounded in the land/labor

adjustment. However, in this type ofsetting, there is no large difference in land endowments, and

no significant class ofJandless people.

Distinguishing tcnancy configurations provide sorne initia! clues to diseuss contractual choice:

in the' standard' configuration, the usual explanation is that sharecropping emerges as the product

of a tradeoffbetwecn tenant's risk aversion, and incentives (Stiglitz, 1974);

in the 'rentier/entrepreneur' configuration, tenants should favor fixed lease in order to capture a11

the retum on their expertise and capital (Rao, 1971; Reid, 1977);

in the co-management business partnership configuration, production is organized in a close

interaction between the two parlners working in a day-to-day interaction; monitoring and

enforcement issues should neither intervene as determinants nor consequences ofthe arrangement.

Share contracts emerge as 'natural' institutional arrangements, the sharing of the product being a

consequence of the pooling of the resources (Jaynes, 1982);

in the delegation business partnership configuration, sorne tasks are delegated ITom one actor to

1. 'Rever.;e tenancy' usually designs a situation where large landowners lease in from smalliandlords. Here, such a
situation is not excluded, but the focus is rather on differentiation regarding ather factors than land (tenant rnay have
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the other without the day-to-day interaction, with a potential for agency problems (Eswaran and

Kotwal, 1985). The share contract then emerges as the 'natural' consequence ofresource pooling,

but also may bear an incentive function;

• in the subsistence configuration, because ofa context ofagricultural production uncertainty, and

no or incomplete monetization ofagricultural production, sharecropping should largely dominate

over cash or in-kind fixed leases.

3. Shareeropping as a polymorphie institutional arrangement

Disaggregated data shows the variable importance of tenancy in the same location, for different crops

(Table 5). With the exception of San Lucas Quiavini, different contractual arrangements are used in a

same site.

In San Lucas Quiavini, the contractual arrangement for rni/pa production is the a rnedias (one hall)

contract. Il defines an exchange ofland and seeds on the one hand, and labor preceding the harvest on the

other hand: the landlord supplies the land and the seeds·, whereas the sharecropper has the charge of ail

manuallabor and animal-tractioo cultural operations, up to the harvest. Each one harvests and transports

his share of the production (corn, beans, squash, and alsa zaeate). Tractor and fertilizer costs - when used 

are shared in half, as the production.

\
In Graciano Sânchez one finds four lease contracts for agricultural land and one animal breeding

arrangement:

• the fixed lease, uscd for vegetable cropping as weil as for cereal and oil-seed production;

the 'Procampo deal ': following the introduction ofthe Procampo program in Graciano Sanchez, in

1993-94, a new arrangement was developing for cereal and oil-seed production (i.e., crops which

gave access to the subsidy), where the tenant had access to the land but leCt the subsidy to the

landholder;

the 'Percentage ofthe harvest' (alporeentaje de la eoseeha) contract too concerns exclusively the

production of cereals and oil-seeds: the landholder receives 25% of the production gross value

(even if the contract is alsa labeled "al tercio" locally), aCter the deduction of harvesting and

transportation costs. As for a fixed rent, the landholder has no say regarding the production

process (as a malter of fact, he has much less technical skills than the tenant); however, he is

no tand al aU).
1. Ifthe landlord does nol provide the seeds, the sharecropperis entitled ail the zacale (corn stalk and leaves, used as

forage).
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present during the harvest and marketing of the producl;

the contract labeled 'Percentage of the net result' (alporeentaje de la uti/idari) corresponds to the

sharing ofthe value ofthe production, aCter deducing not only harvesting and transportation costs,

but ail the production costs; the landholder receives a 25 ta 30% share. Most oCten, the tenant

finances ail the production costs and takes care of the entire production process;

e in the a rnedias contract for caltle breading, the ejidatario owner ofan irrigated pasture takes care

of adult cows during a minimum of one year, and receives in exchange one calve over two born

during that time. The owner of the animaIs can be a ranehero, another ejidatario or a smaU trader.

The owner of the pasture usually takes full care of the animaIs and bears ail the costs.

In the Sierra Madre oriental, tenancy contracts for potato production include fixed rents as weil as different

types of sharecropping arrangements:

• al el/arto (one forth) or al tercio (one third) contracls--the sharing rate depending on the

villages-assign ail the costs (with the exception, sometimes, ofa plugging) and the production

management to the tenant, up to the harvest. Each actor harvests his share or finances 'harvest

costs in proportion ofhis share, the landholder gelting one fourth or one third of the production;

• the a medias contract, which is prevalent, associates the landholder and the mediero in the

production process, both taking on part of the production costs, and the production is shared in

half. Contractual terms are variable, but sorne dominant features appear: Jabot and agrochemi~al

costs are mast oCten shared, fertilizers are usually shared or provided by the tenant, and the

land/seeds exchange is the basic component of the contract.

In La Soledad, one finds for 'traditional crops' tenancy contracts established within the cornmunity, or with

members ofneighboring ejidos, under fixed or share arrangements. Among share contracts for barley, pea

and mostly corn,

al tercio: the tenant is in charge ofail the production process; the landowner receives one thirdof

the production, up to the harvest. Each actor harvests his share or finances harvest costs in

proportion of his share;

a medias: the landowner provides the land and the plugging; the mediero provides the seeds, the

fertilizer, the agro-chemicals and the labor, from sawing up to harvest (excluded). The production

is shared in half, before the harvest.

The outsider-tenants developed in La Soledad, in the nineties, potato production under three types of

contracts: the fixed lcase, and:

8
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• al tercio arrangements--which remain exceptional-in which the landholder provides the land

and ail the labor (tractor, animal and manuallabor) up to the harvest, the tenant providing the

seeàs, the fertilizers, and the agrochemicals; harvesting costs are shared in the sarne proportion as .

the production (one third for the landholder);

a medias contracts, much more usual: in most cases, the landholder provides the land prepared for

the planting and the labor up to the harvest, and the tenant provides the seeds; fertilizers and

agrochemical costs are shared in half, as are the harvesting cost.

Behind generic denominations (a medias, al tercio), sharecropping arrangements show therefore a high

polymorphism (sometimes in the sarne place for the sarne crop) not only in the way the product is shared,

but also in the way the tenant and the landholder contribute to the production. Two broad types of share

contracts can be distinguished.

In sorne of these contracts, the tenant handles ail the production process, bears ail the costs, the only

landlord's contribution being his participation to the harvest and transportation costs, in the same

proportion as his share of the product: al tercio (one third) contract in Graciano Sanchez, in La Soledad

(except for potato), in the Sierra Madre oriental (potato), al quarto (one fourth) in the Sierra Madre

(patato). More exceptionally, the sharing can intervene afler the deduction ofail production costs, such as

with the 'Percentage of the net result' contract in Graciano Sânchez.

In other sharecropping arrangements, the landlord contributes in sorne way to the production process,

before the harvest; the arrangement tends then more towards a partnership. These are mostly a medias (one

haIt) contracts: in San Lucas Quiavini (mi/pa production), in La Soledad (corn, pea, potato), in the Sierra

Madre (patato); the al tercio contract for potato production in La Soledad corresponds also to this type of

sharecropping arrangement, with the landlord participating in the production. Whereas in the a medias

contract for caille breeding, the owner of the animaIs supplies the adult animais, but then does not

contribute in any cost; he gets his animaIs back at the time the calves are shared among the two actors.

The diversity in sharecropping contract terrns shows the necessity to ground the analysis of contractual

practices on more precise categories than just the generic concept ofsharecropping, by distinguishing not

only the way the product is shared, but also the ways the two actors contributes to the arrangement. lt

shows also the necessity to go beyond the generic local terrninology, ail the more since a same

denomination can coyer different contractuai terrns.
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Regarding the way costs and product are shared in the sharecropping arrangement, the general IUle

distinguishes cases where the landlord does not contribute to the production up to the harvest and perceives

one third or one fourth of the product, and the cases where he gets involved in the production and receive

one half of the product'. This general principle has however to be adjusted to integrate land scarcity

(implicit valorization of land), the importance and structure of production costs, as weil as the weight of

harvest and transportation costs in the total cost. The very explicitlogic underlying a medias arrangements

is a search for equilibrium in the contribution of the parlners ("Hay que salirparejos", "we have to make a

fair deal'1. Table 6 shows that the contribution of the landlord to production costs up to the harvest

(excluding land valorization) is very variable, from zero (al tercio in Graciano Sanchez) to 40% (a medias

contract for potato production in the Sierra), but that a global adjustment is revealed between the actors'

cost and product s~ares once the landlord's contribution to harvest costs, and land valorization, are taken

into consideration. In the one third and one fourth contracts, landlord contribution can be estimated

between 20 and 30 % of total cost; in a medias contracts, this contribution varies around 45 to 60%.

3. Sharccropping as a polyfunctional institutional arrangement

From the point ofview of actors leasing out, two main cases can be distinguished:

Sorne landowners are not in a logic of production, they develop off-farro activities, and lease out

alltheir land, favoring cash leases; this type oflandlords has been encountered as a non-marginal

group only in Graciano Sanchez.

In the dominant case, landowners are in a productive logic; they use their land undcr owner

cultivation as far as their available resources allow them. They lease out the remaining area,

looking usually for a sharecropping arrangement. The type ofsharecropping arrangementlooked

for (as long as there is local diversity in the types ofsharecropping contracts) is then a function of

leflover resources that could contribute to the production process: from a medias to al

tercio/ClIarto contracts, i.e., from an involvement in the production and a beller share of the

product, to a participation Iimited to the harvest, but with a lesser share of the product. lbey favor

fixed leases only if they have urgent cash needs, or if they plan to invest that cash inflow in

production costs in another plot.

1. This broad ralionale in contractual lenns appears a1so through the exploration of the filerature deaJing with
sharecropping in contemporary Mexico. In the descriplions available, the halrshare cornes along with a landlord's
participation in the production process (Belshaw, 1967; Cochet, 1993; Finkler, 1978; Granskog, 1974; Uonard,
1995; Espin and Leonardo, 1978; Mwnmcrt, 1987; Turkenik, 1975; Stolmaker, 1973), and the one·third or one
fourth share corresponds to a pure land rent (Centro de Investigaciones Agrarias, 1970; Gledhill, 1991, McFariand, .
1991; Turkenik, 1975).
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From the lessees point of view, three main perspectives can be distinguished:

• Any contract other !han a flXed lease is mled out in the case of intensive vegetable cropping by

rancheros (onion in Graciano Sânchez, potato in La Soledad). 11lree rationales intervenehere: (a) .

with a flXed lease, the tenant gets the full return on his expertise and investments; (b) a share

arrangement would require the capacity of the landlord to contribute to sorne extent to the

production process; and even if the landlord had this capacity, it would have to be so on a

relatively large area - otherwise the entrepreneur-tenant would face tremendous transaction costs;

(c) lastly. as such type ofactor is usually in a dominant position, he would have to have an interest

in such a type of contract; what could smallholder lessors offer?

• In the case of ejidalarios, groups of ejidalarios or small entrepreneurs mnning 'technicalized'

farrning systems (cereal and oleaginous in Graciano Sanchez, barley in La Soledad), or medium

intensity colored potato production in the Sierra, the preference also goes indisputably to fixed

lease (except under sorne conditions that will be further developed), but share contracts may be

looked for because of cash or other constraÎnts. The type of sharecropping arrangement then

looked for is, here gain, a function of the available resources, but with the expected inversion

when compared to landlords' preferences': ITom al lercio or al cl/arlo contracts if they can

produce without a contribution of the landlord, to a medias in the contrary case.

• In the case of tenants in marginal ecological conditions such as San Lucas Quiavini, fixed leases

are excluded.

11lrough the different case studies, sharecropping appears therefore predominantly as a device aiming at

offsetting financing constraints (i.e., in a large measure, credit market imperfection); in a more 'crop

specific' or 'site-specific' way, it can also play a role in risk management or offsetting other market

imperfections. The function of sharecropping as an incentive device also appears, but not as cmcially as

predicted by most theoretical models.

Offsellingfinandal conslrainls

Sharecropping arrangements may offset financial constraints in two ways. First, because the rent is paid ex

poSI, Le., on credit. Sharecropping then is an alternative to a fixed lease, with the typical case ofal lercio

contract in Graciano Sanchez for soybean-corn production. Al lercio and al cl/arIo contracts for potato

production in the Sierra Madre cornes under a similar rationale when they result ITom a tenant cash

1. 1refer bere 10 an 'aclive' type of landlord, Dol a 'land renl-seeking' landlord, who looks for fixed leases.

Il

constraint, which excludes a fixed rent'. In ail these cases, the tenants would havepreferred to lease under

a fixed rent, but financial constraints impeded paying ex anle (i.e., before the sowing) a cash renl The fact

that these tenants do actually rent under fixed leases when they can (as shows the examination ofpresent

and past individual contractual practices), or !hat they try to develop the 'Procampo deal' (Graciano

Sanchez), confirm their explicit rationale ofcontractuai choices. Regarding this function ofsharecropping

as a rent on credit, an alternative arrangement could be a fixed lease paid exposl (Le., after the harvest),

but nowhere was such type ofcontract detected. 11lree (non exclusive) hypotheses can explain the fact that

such an arrangement has not emerged: (i) the risk induced by the exposl fixed payment: the tenant might

not be able to pay the rent after a bad campaign (Shetty, 1988), or eouId argue to deIay or reduce the

payment; (ii) landholders' preferencelneed for irnrnediate cash; (iii) the difficulty to conceive and make .

acceptable a radically new institutional arrangement. Empirical data do not permit one to favor anyofthese

hypotheses.

Secondly, sharecropping allows factor complementarity to play, when both actors contribute to the

production process, and therefore economizes on cash expenses. The typical case here is the a medias

contract in the Sierra Madre, as a mean to flexibly manage factors availability. This function aIso

intervenes in the case ofa medias arrangements that permit the landlord to economize on labor up to the

harvest (San Lucas Quiavini), or to economize both on labor and inputs (corn and pea in La Soledad).

From the landlord's point of view, al lercio and al cuarlo contracts for potato production in the Sierra

Madre bear the same rationale, for they provide a product that can he used as seeds the following

campaign.

The fmancial constraint can be rooted in the Iack of a credit system (other than usury credit) - in such a

case, sharecropping would tend to decrease in importance if credit W3S made available; a negative

relationship betwcen acceas to credit and the acreage under sharecropping has indeed been perceived in all

sites. The financial constraint can also be rooted in the actor's rejection ofan indebtedness that could lead

to the I05S of the assets used as collateral (an attitude found also in the different sites). It can lastly come·

from the impossibilityof financing totally or partially the production with a credit, when this production is

highly aleatory and just not profitable (San Lucas Quiavini).

The relationship between equipment availability (yoke, tractor, transportation vehicle) and the financing

constraint has to be slressed. Owning such equipment alleviates the financing constraint in two ways: as a

source of cash, tbrough the selling ofservices, and by avoiding cash expenscs to get such services, when

1. Bul nol when the tenants were looking for a fixed renl but accepllandlords' proposaI of a shore contrac!, e.g.,
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one lacks the equipment This latter effect is especial1y noticed when yoke or tractor costs represent a major

part ofproduction costs, such as in Graciano Sanchez for cereal and oleaginous production, La Soledad for

barley and corn, or San Lucas Quiavini. Conversely, it plays no central role regarding potato production,

especially in the Sierra, when compared to the major constraints represented by seed availability and

industrial input costs. More general1y, and quite 10gical1y, the more the production requires the use of

inputs that have to he bought on the market, the greater the potential fmancing constraint.

Managing uncertainty

Economic theory envisioning sharecropping as a pure risk management device (an approach that is not any

longer favored in the literature) focused on the risk sharing effect ofa rent proportional to the production.

One does find elements, among these case studies, to sustain this interpretation (noting that in the actors'

perspective, the right term wouId he uncertainty rather than risk), but also appeared a risk-minimization

strategy regarding cash-cost losses (cf. infra).

Making the rent proportional to the yield as a way to manage production uncertainty concerns only the

tenants - regarding this sole criteria, a cash rent would be preferable in the landlords' perspective. The a

medias arrangement in San Lucas Quiavini gives us the best illustration where this function determines

centrally tenancy practices, in a marginal agro-ecological environment. Uncertainty regarding the

production also explains that in San Lucas Quiavini, once human and animal self-provisioning are

considered as secured through corn and zacate production, the yoke and manuallabor availabilities are

invested in the markets for yoke services or wage labor, rather than in an increase in the acreage under

tenancy cuItivation (or rather than starting to sharecrop in, for those who could ensure self provisioning

through owner cuItivation). In the sarne logic, landowners who do not own a yoke, or whose land

endowment exceed their yoke work capacity, prefer - once secured their self-provisioning - to lease out a

medias rather than risking direct cultivation involving labor and yoke costs. In the case ofpea production in

La Soledad (lottery-kind of cultivation, due to highly volatile market prices), tenants look for a medias

contract non only to avoid risking a cash lease (what would permit an al tercio contract), but also to reùuce

the costs engaged in production (economizing land preparation). The most striking risk-coverage device is

the 'Percentage of the net result' contract in Miguel Hidalgo: there, cereal and oleaginous production is

quite riskyl and ofa low economic interest (Table 3). Tenants (other than rancheros producing vegetable

bec.use of the quality of the plot)
1. Soils in Miguel Hid.lgo .re ofa poor vertisol type, not re.lly suit.ble for cere.l.nd ole.ginous production in the
r.iny season, but quite suitable for vegetable cropping during the dry se.son. In Felipe Angeles, the soils .re of.
fertile fluvisol type.
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crops) accept to lease in a plot only ifthey coyer themselves against such risIc, not only with a proportional

rent, but also by sharing the net result, afier deduction of al1 production costs. In these cases, it is not

necessary to mobilize actors' 'risk aversion' to understand the risk management function ofsharecropping.

What appeared however for sorne actors, or in sorne conditions, is an attitude differentiating clearly an

aversion regarding the risk of losing cash investments, in paral1el with a risk neurral/taking attitude

regarding investing owned factors in the production process. In the Sierra Madre Oriental, sorne potato

producers - especial1y among the smal1est - tried to reduce the risk on cash expenses by finding tenants

who would provide al1 or a good part of the inputs that have to he bought on the market, themse1ves

providing owned factors. The al terdo contract for potato production in La Soledad reveals the sarne logic,

even if it concerns wealthy ejidatarios - but involved in a sharecropping arrangement through large

acreage': in this arrangement, the landlord fumishes mainlyowned factors (land, mechanized equipment,

and part of the manuallabor). In San Lucas Quiavini, cost minimization (once selfprovisioning secured)

was a 'structural' hehavioral feature; as commented byTurkenik in her study ofthe Zapotec communityof

San Antonio Castillo Velasco: "For any partieular crop or season, their concem is only with out-ofthe

pocket expenses" (1975:276). Financing constraints and risk aversion regarding cash investments have the

same effects on tenancy practices, through a cash-expenses minimization strategy. However, access to

credit would eliminate the financing consIraint, but would not necessarily change actors' attitude toward

cash investment, much more linked with general wealth considerations.

Offsetting (other than credit-) market imperfections

Beyond resolving conslraints induced by the lack of credit, sharecropping arrangement can, in the

perspective of both the lessor and the lessee, help overcome conslraints linked with other market

imperfections:

Market for yoke services: in San Lucas Quiavini, SOmeone who has no yoke runs the high risk of

notlinding atthe appropriate time sorneone to lease the yoke services (a highly imperfect market)'.

The solution is to Icase out land to a sharecropper who owns a bul1 team.

Market for (or public provision of) extension services: sharecropping can he a learning device, by

meeting the need for technical and marketing capacity building. when there is no extension

support.lbis is illuslrated with La Soledad ejidatarios (as wel1 as producers in the Sierra Madre

Oriental sorne decades ago) willing to adopt potato cropping: leasing out land to a potato grower

1. Otherwise, the preference goes for a medias .rr.ngements, no maller the type ofejida/ario.
2. One Iinds here • situation identic.l thatthe Pal.npour case (Indi.), whcrc, for the same rcasons, owning • yoke is •
prerequisiste to sh.recrop in (Bliss and Stern, 1982).
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lUlder a share arrangement is a way to get acccss to the tenant's expertise. Sharceropping plays

here a dircet role in tcehnical change, refuting in the present context the idea that this type of

contract would constitute a technical-change inhibiting institutiona18ml11gement (Bhaduri, 1973)'..

• Secd market: the producers from La Soledad who wish to adopt potato cultivation not only face

the lack of extension support, they also face the lack of local market for seeds (the potato

producers from the Sierra also face this constraint when they want to introduce new varieties).

Leasing out to a sharccropper who will bring the seeds solve the problem.

• Forage market: in San Lucas Quiavini, sorne owners of bulltearn explain that they sharecrop in

less for corn production !han for zacale (corn stalk and leaves) production, uscd as forage, because

of the risk ofnot findingzacale on the market at certain tirnc of the year.

• Product market. One of the advantages that the ejidalarios ofLa Soledad find in leasing out land

under a sharecropping arrangement is, as neophyte potata growers, to hcnefit the tenants' insertion

in the marketing networle.

• Insurnnce market. The fact that sorne sharecropping contracts have a risk management function is

evidently related to the lack of insurance market.

17Ie incenlive/moniloring issue

The incentive issue is a (Ihe) key component of most economic theories of sharecropping. This factor

indecd has an impact on contractual practices, but not as an overwhelnùng impact as would be expccted. In

San Lucas Quiavini, once self·provisioning is secured, landowners tend to lease out under the a lIledias

arrangement because it minimizcs cash expcnses, because ofimperfcetion on the market for yoke services,

bccause production is just not profitable, and also because if one contracts wage laborers, one has to

supervise them. The monitoring issue was particularly raised by landlords who were women, elderlypeople

or were mainly involved in off-farrn activities, Le., who were in the worst condition to effcetively monitor

wage labor. They viewed sharccropping as the solution (not just to the monitoring problem, but also

regarding transaction costs linked to wage and yoke hiring). In La Soledad, when an 'outsider-tenant' - i.e.,

a non-residenttenant -Icases in land to produce potato, he can do it under a fixed-lcase arrangement and

instal an agent in the village, who takes care ofday-to-day crop management, contracts and monitors wage

labor, contracts mcehanizcd services (if the tenant does not bring in his own equipment). Indeed, thàt is

what were doing the first potato growers who leased in La Soledad - those were very large entrepreneurs.

1. Access la expertise also intervenes in the a med/as arrangement for caltle breading in Miguel Hidalgo, when the
owner of the animais (ej/dalario or smalt trader) buy them as a saving device, but without having any technical
ability regarding caltle breeding. The a med/as contract is here again the solution, but Wlder a 'pennanenl delegation
, (i.e., not a learning) logic.
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Regarding 'small entrepreneur-type' tenants, such a solution would require resources they don't have;

leasing in with a share arrangement, with the local-resident landlord taking care of all thcsc tasks, is the

only solution they have. One can intc:rpret il in an agency perspective: in order to give incentives to the

agent so that he will manage the production as best as he can, he has to be made residual c1aimant through

a share contract; but at the same time, this solution saves (i) on non-agency types of transaction costs (for a

non-resident producer, contracting and monitoring wage laborers and mcehanizcd services is translated into

very high transaction costs, but not agency-type transaction costs), and (ii) on production costs.

More hypothetically - this would be the strongest impact of the risk of opportunistic behavior on

contractual practices in the contexts we studied - the risk ofmoral hazard might rule out the emergence ofa

conlTactual arrangement in which a fixed rent could be paid expost (Shetty, 1988). This would explain the

frequent use ofsharceropping with one third or one fourth shares as an alternative to fixed rents, for cash

constrained tenants. However, as we saw there are other alternative explanations. What mallers here is the

factthat in actors' perspective, a fixed-rent arrangement with an ex post payrnent just does not belong to

their reference frame, to the range of possible coordination devices.

To sum up, moral hazard is far from being the major deternùnant ofcontractuai practices in the situations

studied. What appears c1early is the weight of the financing constraint, which can be intc:rpreted in large

part as credit rationing. In this logic, sharing the crop has to be explained either as a rent paid on credit

(usually altereio/al cuarto conlTacts) or, as suggested by Jaynes (1982), as a resource pooling device

(usuallya rnedias contracts) between actors that are both producers under constraints.

Conclusion

Through these local investigations, the study has highlighted the relative importance oftenancypractices in

the Mexican countryside, even before 1992. Although one cannot generalizc the observation !hat the legal

prohibition had no effcet on the development of the tenancy market, these case-study findings strongly

suggest that the impact of the legal reform will not be as dramatic as somctimcs expceted.

The findings iIIustrate the diversity of tenancy practiccs within the same country, in a same site, and

sometimes for the same crop. Sharceropping appears as an informaI, short-term and flexible coordination

device-with a resulting high rate of turnover among the actors--used most often in parallel with owner

cultivation.
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The 'standard' agency approach of sharecropping conceptualizes this institulional arrangement as an

implicit labor relationship, which rationale comes from Stiglil2an tradeoffbetween tenants' incentive and

risk aversion, whereas transaction cost models of sharecropping tend not to put emphasis on risk and.

consider the role of different sources of transaction costs. In both approaches, the tendency, in economic

literature on sharecropping, is (i) to interpret!hat institutional arrangement as an agency-problem-solving

device and therefore to downplay the role ofnon-strategic transaction costs, actors' resource endowments,

and (ii) to produce theoretical or empirical (econometric) models which, even if they are de facto and

implicit1y indexed on specific agrarian structures and production systems, are supposed to be ofa general

validity. Regarding this orientation, it is rather a kaleidoscopic picture that emerges through these few case

studies. Sharecropping appears as a 'polyfunctional' institutional arrangement, with a large palette of

possible raison d'etre: first and foremost, offsetting fmancing constraintsl (i.e., imperfect credit market and

wealth constraints) by rOOucing cash costs (rent on credit, pooling ofowned factors in exchange ofinputs

that otherwise would have to he purchased) and by pooling available cash (industrial input cost-sharing);

but also offsetting seOO, bullock or product market imperfections; offsetting search and monitoring costs,

when one of the actors does not reside locally or is not able to carry out these tasks; spreading risk; or

acting as a learning device. Depending on the tenancy configuration, the rationale for sharecropping can

differ widely; the search for the model of sharecropping is therefore a lost-in-advance Grail quest.

Unless one locates contractual practices within a broad conception of the tenancy configuration, the

explanation of the institutional arrangements will always remain 'indexed' on implicit contextual

specificity. Of course, actors' resource endowments matter, relationships between actors matter, market

environment (and imperfections) maters, the ecological environment matters, but what matters abave ail is

the specific combination of these elements. Ofcourse, sharp theoretical results provide powerful insights to

explain tenancy arrangements; but these insights should not be viewed as exclusive. Il should he clcar that

sharecropping, in the cases we studiOO, cannot be explained exclusively by risk-sharing, or by tenants' risk

aversion, or by agency problems, or by transaction costs; the implicit conditionality of these theories should

he kept in mind.

1. This argument was already put forward as one ofthe major explanations for sharecropping byelassical eeonomists
sueh as Turgot. Il has remained marginal in reeent eeonomie Iiterature: for exceptions, sec Shetty (t988), and
especially Laffont and Matoussi (1995).
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, ......'.......... ................ " .................
Standard Rentier/entrepreneur

Business partnership
Subsistence

co-management delegatlon

Iandless laborer~ike reverse lenancy (well-endowed Reverse IBnency or IowType of ac10rs lenanls vs. large Iow diHerentiatlon
Iandlords tenants vs. smalliandlords) low diHerentialion diffBrentlation

high·inlensity' vegetable cropping
Type or production 'traditional' (corn) (onion); 'grean revolution' \)'pe of Medium to high inlenslty' vegetable 'traditional'
system farming system (soybean, corn, c!opping (potato) (milpa)

safflower)

Key production mechanized equipmenl. seeds, seads. fertilizers, agrochemicals manuallabor.manuallabor, yake fertilizers. agrochemicals. technical
factors and marketing know-how (l8chnlcal and marKeting know-how) yake

Contract1Jal relations in La Soledad (patato
san LucaslIIustraUons the haciendas Gratiano Sânchez Sierra Madr. with 'outside(

Oulavinltenants)

lU ....... ..,•• .... ,.." , ........_ IV ............

% land Contraets regarding the main productions

lease Flxed rant 'Procampo deal' halr share 113 or 1/4 %nelresull

san Lucas Ouiavinl (mllpa) 20% Milpa 100% -
ba~ey 86% 10% 4%

La Soledad 24% corn 21% 44% 35%
potalo 49.5% 23% 27.5% -

Sierra Madre (potato) 40% Potato 10% 65% 25%

agricultural 81%
vegetable cropping 100% - -

land soybean·safflower 12% 88%
M.Hidalgo

26%
Pasture 100% -pasture
Animais - 100% -

F. Angeles 47%
vegetable cropping 100%

soybean-com 55.5% 5.5% 33.5% 5.5%

'Procampo deal': following the introduction of the Procampo program in Gratiano Sânchez. in 1993-94, a new arrangement was developing for cereal and oH·seed production (crops
which gave access b the subsidy), where the tenant had access b the land but left the subsidy to the landholder.
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Table 6. Landlord's conlributlon 10 costs

Production costs up to the harvesl Production cosl including harve st Tolal cost induding land valorization Product share

Sierra Madre, potato 0% 10% 19%
Felipe Angeles soybeanlcorn 0% 8% 22% one rourth or one third
La Soledad, ootalo 18% 22% 30%
La Soledad, potalo 28% 40% 46%
Sierra Madre. potato 40% 43% 48%
San Lucas Ouiavini, mi/pa 5% 30% 51%

half
La Soledad, bariey 24% 29% 53%
La Soledad, pea 28% 47% 56%
La Soledad. corn 32% 39% 60%

The case orthe 'Percentage of the net result' contraclin Gratiano Sânchez was exduded here, as this type of contract remains marginaL ln San Lucas Ouiavini, the implicit land rentis based
on the only fixed lease we knew or al the time of field~.
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